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Before PCI there was ISA. The pinout for ISA slots had one very convenient property: If you

shorted the last two pins in an open ISA slot, you generated an NMI. (This trick is alluded to

in passing in this discussion of generating crash dumps from hardware.)

It so happened that the tip of a ball-point pen was the ideal shape for accomplishing this. You

inserted the tip of the pen at the very end of an open slot (the end nearest the back of the

computer) and slowly dragged it towards the front of the computer until it shorted the

nearest pair of pins.
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If you had the Windows 95 debugger connected to the system (known as WDEB386 ), it

caught the NMI and broke into the debugger. Doesn’t matter if interrupts were disabled; you

got your debugger. NMI stands for “non-maskable interrupt” and it’s the “non-maskable”

part that is important here, for it means that there’s nothing that will prevent it from

happening¹. Very handy if a device driver got itself stuck in an infinite loop. You could tell

the real device driver developers from the posers by seeing who carried a ball-point pen with

them. (I’ll talk more about NMI in a future entry.)

I was reminded of this little hardware trivia by a colleague who pointed out that his first

encounter with me was me trying to break into a machine that had wedged by asking him to

perform this little maneuver. Over the phone. From 1600 miles away. He was convinced it

was some sort of prank.

Bonus ISA trivia: During the transition period from ISA to PCI, motherboards supported

both buses. If you looked at a computer from this era, you saw eight ISA slots and eight PCI

slots… and eight brackets in the cover for the cards to mount into. How did that work?
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Shouldn’t there be sixteen mounting brackets?

Those PCI folks were so clever. If you looked at an ISA card from above, with the back plate

of the computer facing away from you, it looked like this: ⌈ The board itself formed the

vertical stroke, and the little metal mounting bracket formed the horizontal stroke. The

mounting bracket on the case therefore sat slightly to the right of the ISA slot. The PCI folks

made their cards a mirror image of the ISA card: If you looked at a PCI card from above, it

looked like this: ⌉ The mounting bracket on the case sat to the right of the PCI slot.

In this way, you were able to accommodate eight ISA slots and eight PCI slots with only eight

mounting brackets. Each mounting bracket supported the PCI slot to its left or the ISA slot

to its right.

¹For pedants: Yes, you could actually get a machine so badly wedged that even the NMI had

no effect, but you needed the help of poorly-behaving hardware devices.
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